Human binocular depth perception, the most important element brought by 3DTV, is proved to be closely connected to not only the content acquisition (camera focal length, camera baseline and etc.) but also the viewing environment (viewing distance, screen size and etc.). Conventional 3D stereography rule in the literature usually consider the general viewing condition and basic human factors to guide the content acquisition, such as assuming human inter-pupil baseline as the maximum disparity. A lot of new elements or problems of stereoscopic viewing was not considered or precisely defined so that advanced shooting rule is needed to guarantee the overall quality of stereoscopic video. In this paper, we proposed a new stereoscopic video shooting rule considering two most important issues in 3DTV: stereoscopic distortion and comfortable viewing zone. Firstly, a mathematic model mapping the camera space to visualization space is established in order to geometrically estimate the stereoscopic depth distortion. Depth and shape distortion factors are defined and used to describe the stereoscopic distortion. Secondly, comfortable viewing zone (or Depth of focus) is considered to reduce the problem of visual discomfort and visual fatigue. The new shooting rule is to optimize the camera parameters (focal length, camera baseline and etc.) in order to control depth and shape distortion and also guarantee that the perceived scene is located in comfortable viewing zone as possible. However, in some scenarios, the above two conditions cannot be fulfill simultaneously, even sometimes contradict with each other so that priority should be decided. In this paper, experimental stereoscopic synthetic content generation with various sets of camera parameters and various sets of scenes representing different depth range are presented. Justification of the proposed new shooting rule is based on 3D concepts (depth rendering, visual comfort and visual experience) subjective video assessment. The results of this study will provide a new method to propose camera parameters based on management of new criteria (shape distortion and depth of focus) in order to produce optimized stereoscopic images and videos.
INTRODUCTION
Following the success of HDTV standard, wherever in industry or academic society, stereoscopic television broadcasting service is believed as the most possible next generation service. The most important element which is brought by the 3DTV technique is the binocular depth perception. It enhances the human immersive feeling in image and video, while it also brings some side effect e.g. eye strain and cardboard effect if human factors are not well considered.
Two main issues concerning the binocular depth perception are stereoscopic distortion and visual comfort. For stereoscopic distortion, several research works had proved that camera parameters (focal length, camera baseline and etc.) as well as final visualization parameters (viewing distance, screen size and etc.) directly affect the final perceived depth. A. Woods [1] established the geometry model of stereoscopic video systems and analyzed the origins, characteristics and effects of image distortion in stereoscopic video system. N. Holliman [2] explained how to control the perceived depth by adapting the stereoscopic camera parameters in order to avoid excessive perceived depth. The same author in [3] proposed an algorithm for stereoscopic image capture in order to map perceived depth to region of interest.
For visual comfort, earlier in the last 90s, S. Pastoor [4] discussed about the human factors e.g. disparity range and concluded that visual comfort for stereoscopic video system is a key factor related to its success of competing with 2D _________________________________________ *Wei Chen: wei.chen@orange-ftgroup.com (Tel) systems. In [5] , the author proposed the traditional visual comfort threshold of 70 arcmin for disparities based on subjective assessment. 0.3 diopter(reciprocal value of distance) and 60arcmin was suggested in paper [6] as limits of Depth of focus (DoF) and binocular disparity. In ITU-R BT.1438 [7] , the stereoscopic pictures are suggested to be displayed within the depth of field of the human eye which is ±0.3 diopter. ±0.2 diopter was suggested in [8] since visual fatigue was clearly induced when images were displayed outside the corresponding range of depth of focus, and even within this range, visual fatigue was induced if the image were moved in depth according to a step pulse function.
In professional stereoscopic shooting activities, the 1/30 TH rule of thumb of 3D [9] , which stipulates that the inter-axial distance should be 1/30 th of the distance from the camera to the first foreground object, is suggested and widely used in stereo photography. However, it is empirical method and only can contain a rough estimation and suggestion for camera parameters.
In this paper, we aim to propose a new advanced stereoscopic video shooting rule considering the two elements: stereoscopic distortion and visual comfort. To achieve this goal, in Section 2, firstly we establish a geometry model mapping the camera space to the final visualization space. Mathematical definition of stereoscopic distortion including depth distortion factor and shape distortion factor is proposed. Comfortable viewing zone is also defined in order to avoid visual discomfort and visual fatigue. Two basic shooting rules are defined: Optimal Rule 1 optimize the camera parameters to control the perceived depth and avoid shape distortion for the region of interest objects; Optimal Rule 2 optimize the camera parameters to control all the perceived scene depth range within the comfortable viewing zone. And the combination and priority of these two basic rules is that if the Rule 1 and Rule 2 cannot be fulfilled simultaneously, the Rule 2 is prior to Rule 1. The proposed optimal shooting rule can be summarized and simplified as for example to adapt the camera parameters to guarantee the perceived whole scene depth range located in the comfortable viewing zone and then to optimized the object perceived shape in the region of interested point. In order to justify the proposed shooting rule, in Section 3, we defined four different scene categories based on the depth range and depth cue. Based on this scene categorization, we have selected five scenes from an open source animation movie and use different camera parameters to regenerate the scene into stereoscopic images. A 3D concepts based subjective quality assessment section is organized after the production of stereoscopic images. In Section 4, we present the methodology used in this assessment as well as the analysis of the final results. Finally, section 5 summarizes the major findings and proposed direction of the use and extension of the proposed shooting rule.
NEW STEREOSCOPIC SHOOTING RULE
Parallel camera configuration was proved to be able to maintain linearity during the conversion from real space to stereoscopic images [10] resulting in avoiding to produce puppet theatre effect [11] and also the vertical disparity [1] . All the subsequent camera is default parallel camera configure. In this section, a simplified geometry model similar to the A. Woods [1] is established, stereoscopic distortion factor concerning shape distortion and comfortable viewing zone will be defined, respectively. Secondly, optimal shooting Rule 1 and 2 is defined and the combination and priority of these two shooting rule is discussed.
Geometry of Camera space and visualization space
The geometry of parallel camera space and the planar display based visualization space are shown in Figure 1 and Figure  2 , respectively. The following variables are used to derive the geometry model mapping the camera space to the final visualization space.
Camera spaces in Figure 1:
f -Focal length of the camera: it is related to the field of view of camera.
b -Inter-Camera baseline: The distance between the first nodal points of the two camera lenses. ccd shift -Sensor shift or post-production shift: this is the distance by which the center of each image senor has been moved away (outwards) from the optical axis of the lens to achieve the convergence. 
The overall transform from the camera space to the visualization space can be summarized as the below equations: (2) to (4) as below:
As shown in equation (5) 
D z equals to one, 3D shape around depth plane z in the visualization space maintain the same as in the camera space. In the following of the paper, stereoscopic 3D shape distortion factor s D is used as the main indicator of the stereoscopic distortion.
Comfortable viewing zone
In the paper [12] , comfortable viewing zone is a perceptual range where binocular fusion is possible and blur is not perceived so that stereoscopic visual comfort should be maintain. Combing the limit of disparity and DoF, generally in this paper, ±0.2 diopter can be used as a general limit as the comfortable viewing zone as shown in Figure 3 . We can derive , if
Optimal shooting rule
From Equation (8), stereoscopic shape distortion factor s D is not a linear function, only in some extreme cases, e.g. orthostereoscopic [13] , the conversion ratio of the camera space to visualization space is kept to be one only in the below condition:
However, in practical application, the above conditions are hard to fulfill. For instances, stereographer are used to select their own camera focal length based on the field of view of camera. Viewing distance is normally depending on the final display size and resolution. i.e. there are a lot of constrains considering the camera parameter and the visualization parameters which results in the difficulties to keep the perceived depth space to be linear. The concept of Region of Interest (RoI) is often used in the image and video processing in order to do the conditional optimization. Here, RoI z is defined as the depth plane locating the RoI object and the basic optimal shooting Rule 1 can be defined as below: which is defined by the Equation (8) is the other important factor we need to take into consideration. If the shooting scene depth range is defined in ( , )
, from Equation (4), scene perceived depth range can be computed as (
then visual comfort can be guaranteed. There are two methods to fulfilled the equation (11)'s condition. The first that is that assuming that the camera parameter and visualization parameter is known and unchangeable, only scene parameters are adaptable. From equation (4), we can derive its inverse function:
Based on this equation, we can get ( ,
which means that if the scene range can be limited within the comfortable depth zone:
Visual comfort condition can be fulfilled. However, in most cases, the director or stereographer are willing to design the scene range freely. So the second method is to adapt the camera parameters (e.g. focal length, convergence distance and camera baseline) to guarantee the perceived scene range to locate within the comfortable viewing zone as Equation (10) . Above all, the basic optimal shooting rule 2 can be summarized as below: However, there exists that in some scenarios, the above two basic optimal rules can not assemble each other so that priority should be decided. From the subjective experiments carried out in Orange labs Rennes site, visual comfort problem is more serious than stereoscopic shape distortion in usability oriented applications (television broadcasting, movie and etc.). In this paper, the shooting rule is mainly designed for usability oriented application so that the combination and priority of the two basic optimal rules is defined as below:
(3) When Rule 1 and Rule 2 can not be fulfilled simultaneously, Rule 2 is prior to Rule 1 which means visual comfort is more important than stereoscopic shape distortion.
However, in utility oriented application, e.g. medical and space science stereoscopic viewing, the strategy of priority may be different.
STEREOSCOPIC CONTENT GENERATION
In order to justify and better adapt the optimal shooting rules, practical stereoscopic content acquisition or generation is required. In order to avoid the view asymmetry problems such as geometry distortion, colormetric and etc, in this paper, synthetic stereoscopic content generation is implemented. Different depth range scenes are selected from a open source animation project "Big buck bunny" [14] and rendered by Blender software [15] . In the paper [16] , the depth discrimination function delimit three types of space around the moving observer -personal space, action space and vista space -each served by different sources of depth cue and with different weight. In this paper, we divided the personal space into micro space and personal space in order to precisely distinguish the stereoscopic scene. Then stereoscopic scene can be categorized by depth range as the Table 1 . Figure 4 in the animation "Big buck bunny" are selected which covers all the categories. All the scenes are adapted carefully in order to avoid depth contradiction, e.g. the original scene uses some additional blur to enhance the depth cue however it may contradict with the binocular depth cue. The unit in the Blender software and synthetic scene is setting to meter in order to better simulate the real world shooting. The description of these five scenes is shown in the 
Stereoscopic scene categorization and selection

Acquisition and Post processing
All the images are rendered by Blender software in the resolution of native 1920x1080 pixels. 8 samples anti-aliasing over sampling is enabling to make the edge smooth and all the addition blur effect is disabling to guarantee the nature sharpness. The virtual camera inside Blender is 32mm x 16mm size sensor. A special python plug-in of Blender is developed by Orange labs in order to make the stereoscopic shooting in the Blender software. Two individual virtual cameras with controlled camera parameters are used to shoot the scene. In order to avoid the black border after the post production shift to achieve the converged plane, the extended boarder related to the converged shift is rendered for every image.
The post production is mainly about post-production shift and the stereoscopic format conversion. All the stereoscopic images are saved and transformed in loss-less image format in order to avoid quality degradation.
Selected Camera parameters
A StereoCalculator Software is developed by Orange labs in order to ease the optimization of camera parameters of shooting and also visualization of stereoscopic depth distortion as well as analysis of comfortable viewing zone. The final visualization display is the Hyundai S465D line-interleaved display assembling with polarized glasses. The native panel resolution is 1920x1080 and the viewing distance is computed to fulfill the 1 min/arc visual acuity threshold of pixel. Camera sensor is the default Blender camera sensor and the camera focal length is fixed for certain scene. The converged distance is set to equal to RoI plane distance. So the only adaptable camera parameter for depth rendering is the camera baseline. The fixed camera parameters are shown in Table 3 . Table 4 . Camera baseline and shape distortion of five different conditions in five scenes Scene Num Compared to the previous research [17, 18] , which only use the same group of 10, 20, 30,40, 50cm camera baselines in different depth range, scene acquisition is not correlated to Depth of Focus requirements. Here, DoF values can be used as the indicator of the normalized perceived depth range which can ease the comparison of different camera setting. The optimal condition which fulfills the proposed optimal shooting rule in each scene is shown in bold and underlined in Table 4 .
SUBJECTIVE QUALITY ASSESSMENT BASED ON 3D EVALUATION CONCEPT
In traditional 2D subjective quality assessment method, generally Image Quality is used as the subjective quality indicator. However, as discussed in the paper [12] , additional indicator such as Depth rendering, Naturalness, Presence, Visual Experience, Visual Comfort and etc should be taken into consideration since the additional dimensional -Depth brings to the viewer more perceptual information. In this section, subjective quality assessment based on 3D evaluation concept is used to evaluate the generated stereoscopic content in order to justify the proposed optimal shooting rules.
Methodology
1) Equipment:
The subjective quality assessment was conducted in a test room, which is compliant with the recommendations for subjective evaluation of visual data issued by ITU-R BT.500 [19] . As mentioned in the last section, a 46 inch line-interleaved stereoscopic display with a native resolution of 1920x1080 pixels was used as the final visualization terminal. The depth rendering ability of this display had been analyzed in the paper [12] which performs a overall good depth rendering ability. A digital video system (DVS) which can output 1920x1080 HD signal was used.
2) Observers: 28 observers were recruited to participate in this test. All of them are non experts in the audiovisual and video domain. A vision test was performed on all the testers to determine their visual performance and the potential impact on results. The test includes monocular visual acuity test (distant vision acuity test, near vision acuity test), hyperopia trend, astigmatic trend, binocular distant vision acuity, dysphoria, fusion, stereoacuity, and color vision. The vision test showed that all the testers were able to perceive binocular depth.
3) Stimuli: The test session was composed of five scenes as shown in Table 2 . For each of the scenes five different stimuli had been considered corresponding to different conditions as shown in Table 4 so that there were overall 25 stimuli which were all still stereoscopic image.
4)
Procedure: written instructions detailing the task what they had to perform and the attribute they were asked to rate were given to the subjects before the start of the test. These instructions were then reiterated by the experimenter as to ensure the observer understood the task.
Subjective assessment methodology for Video Quality(SAMVIQ) [20] which is derived from the DSCQS for television was used in this test. Considering the 3D evaluation concepts and the test purpose, three new quality indicators were used in this test: (1) Depth rendering, connected to the stereoscopic distortion, which represents the perception of depth; (2) Visual comfort, connected to the comfortable viewing zone, which represents the comfortable viewing level of the image (3) Visual Experience, an overall and multi dimensional perception concept, which represents not only the physical but also the emotional impression of the image. As explained in [21] , these three quality indicators may have internal connection and mutual influence with each other so that individual test session is implemented for each quality indicator. The whole test was separated into two experiments. Experiment I included a test session of Depth rendering and a test session of Visual comfort. Half of the test is first Depth rendering and then Visual comfort, the other half is in the reverse order. Experiment II only included a test session of Visual experience and it was organized in a different day of the Experiment I in order to avoid the influence of the experiment I to experiment II.
For each test session, five scenes, which have five stimuli in each scene, were evaluated by the subjects. For each scene, the subject could see all the five stimuli and rate their perceptual opinion. These stimuli were shown as button A, B, C, D, and E can be viewed several times if the subject wished. The buttons were randomly reassigned to stimuli so that the subjects could not identify them. Each stimulus was shown with duration of 7s and the subjects provided their score. Subjects were able to freely modify their score before the end of the test.
5) Outlier detection:
The screening of subjects was performed according to the guidelines described in ITU-R BT.500 [19] . For the Experiment I, 5 of the 28 subjects have been discarded as outlier. For Experiment II, 3 of 28 subjects have been discarded. Thus the final result analysis is based on the scores of the non-outlier subjects. Figure 5 and 6 plots the mean opinion scores and the confidence interval of Depth rendering and Visual comfort respectively vs. five conditions for the five scenes. The computed confidence interval is corresponding to a significance level of 95%.
Result analysis
1) Experiment I:
For depth rendering assessment, firstly the results show that subjects can easily distinguish between the stereoscopic image and the 2D images and 2D is always scored "poor". It is not easy for subject to distinguish the depth rendering between 3D in different depth range. However the condition (5) ( 1 RoI s D = ) for shape optimization within the region of interest still shows slight advantage than the others in most scenes except the scene 2. By analyzing the scene setting and taking into account subjects' opinion about scenes composition, scene 2 has been indentified as a special case, the flower is displaying in the left bottom corner and have a very strong reference of the display border which may contradict each other strongly. Concerning the visual comfort assessment, the results show that visual comfort decreases with the increase of DoF. 2D always ranks between the "good" and "excellent", better than all the stereoscopic conditions. In most of scenes, condition (2) ( 0.1 DoF = ) and condition (3) ( 0.2 DoF = ) is worse than the 2D condition, However, the visual comfort level is higher than 60(good to excellent) except scene 2. The condition (4) ( 0.3 DoF = ) presents a big drop compared to the condition (3) which confirms 0.2 diopter is the threshold of comfortable viewing. Moreover, the steeper quality degradation with the increment of Depth of focus value in scene 2 than the other scenes proves that depth cue contradiction enhances the visual discomfort. Figure 6 plots the result of the visual experience test. Stereoscopic stimuli whose perceived depth ranges are within the comfortable viewing zone (0.2 diopter) are all scored above "good". 2D images are scored around the level of "fair", lower than the comfortable 3D images. The condition (2) and condition (3) scores only have slight differences which are similar to the results of depth rendering. This is likely due to the fact that since visual experience is a high level mix concept which mainly summarized depth rendering, visual comfort and etc, .when visual comfort is not a problem depth rendering is the dominant component. And the condition (4) which is out of comfortable viewing range ranks the worst score in every case confirms that 0.3 diopter should be rejected in order to guarantee a good viewing experience. It is very interesting to analyze the result in scene 2 which has proved to have visual discomfort problem due to depth cues contradiction. In this case, visual experiences scores rank similar to visual comfort score which might indicate that visual comfort is the dominant factor when the scene composition have problems or the scene is out of comfortable viewing zone. 
2) Experiment II:
Statistical analysis
The analysis of variances (ANOVA) is applied in order to understand if the deviation of MOS values for different conditions and different scenes in different experiments are statistically significant. p=0.05 is used for rejecting the null hypothesis. Because test conditions represent different camera baseline, the shooting parameter is treated as one of the main factor. A two ways ANOVA is applied considering two factors "Camera baseline" and "Scene". The P-value is presented in the Table 5 . "Camera baseline" and "Scene" are all significant for all the subjective indicators. However, it is noticed that the P-value of "Scene" factor in Visual experience is close to the rejected threshold and it is less important than "Camera baseline" factor for visual experience. Table 5 . P-values of two ways ANOVA ("Camera baseline" and "Scene") P-value Camera baseline Scene Depth rendering 6.48E-08 0.014983 Visual comfort 0.000218 0.019501 Visual experience 0.00246 0.043085 Depth of Focus in diopter is used to represent for the perceived depth range. The second ANOVA analysis is aimed to compare the "DoF" and the "Scene" factors for test conditions (2) to (4). For depth rendering, "DoF" and "Scene" are both insignificant. It confirms the finding that subjects are not easy to distinguish the different perceived depth range in this test which may due to the unnatural synthetic scene and content. Another reason may be due to the visual comfort's influence on the depth rendering since the subject reported that when they has visual comfort problem, they tends to report bad depth rendering. We get rid of the stimuli in which visual comfort may concern as a problem and apply the again the ANOVA test and then "DoF" factor is significant (p=0.0356) and "Scene" factor is still insignificant (p=0.326). For visual comfort, "DoF" and "Scene" are both significant which means that perceived depth range and scene setting are all affecting the visual comfort. However, for visual experience, "DoF" is a significant factor while "Scene" is rejected. It might indicate that "DoF" is a better indicator for visual experience which can exclude the "Scene" factor influence. 183257 In order to understand the relationships among the subjective indicator as well as to prove the proposed priority rule (shooting rule 3), we simply regroup the subjective results into "discomfort free" (MOS value of visual comfort is equal or above 60-"good") and "Discomfort problem" (MOS value of visual comfort is below 60-"good") .19 stimuli and the other 6 stimuli are grouped into "discomfort free" and "discomfort problem" group, respectively. Absolute Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients are calculated among three pairs of subjective indicators: Depth rendering vs Visual experience, Visual comfort vs Visual experience, Depth rendering vs Visual comfort. The result is shown in the Table 7 . In discomfort free group, depth rendering has much higher relation with Visual experience (coef=0.98) compared to Visual comfort (coef=0.58). And the interaction relation between Depth rendering and Visual comfort (coef=0.62) is not strong. This confirms the proposed optimal shooting Rule 1 of optimizing the shape distortion in order to optimize the depth rendering performance. However, in discomfort problem group, Visual comfort is the dominant factor of visual experience (coef=0.99) as well as Depth rendering has high relation with Visual comfort (coef=0.93). This finding confirms the proposed priority rule -optimal shooting rule 3. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new stereoscopic shooting rule considering both the stereoscopic distortion and comfortable viewing zone is presented. Synthetic scenes are selected in respect of different depth ranges and images are shot in different camera setting considering different conditions, e.g. DoF and shape distortion. Subjective assessment based on stereoscopic indicators is used to evaluate the perceived quality of the generated images. There are several results and findings which have indicated that the proposed shooting rules and associated priorities can ensure an optimized visual quality (depth rendering, visual comfort and visual experiences): 1) Concerning the Rule 1, the optimization of shape distortion shows its advantage in the depth rendering assessment and in the discomfort free case, the dominant effect of depth rendering on the visual experience also indicates this point. However, it is still not easy for subjects to distinguish different depth range. It may be due to the synthetic content which cause the difficulties for the subject to compare the displayed objects with the real world, further research on natural content will be needed; 2) Concerning the rule 2, comfortable viewing zone is confirmed to be around 0.2 diopter and visual comfort will drop steeply and below the "good" when out of this comfortable viewing zone.
3) The priority of Rule 2 versus Rule 1 is confirmed by the finding that in the discomfort problem case, visual comfort is the dominant factor of visual experience as well as the high relation between the depth rendering and visual comfort.
Future direction may be to generate video instead of still image as well as natural contents instead of synthetic content in order to investigate optimal shooting rules in the video domain.
